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Reshaping Australia’s 

foreign policy

John’s work from 1945 to 1950 in support of Indonesia’s independence 
from the Dutch was a major legacy he left as an Australian public 
servant. Indonesia, one of Australia’s closest neighbours, had declared 
its independence on 17 August 1945. Sukarno became its first president 
(1949–66), but Dutch resistance started a diplomatic struggle that erupted 
into sporadic armed conflict. Indonesia needed its neighbours’ support. 
Historian David Fettling said:

Burton became the foremost champion in Australian government 
of a national reorientation to Asia … [His] fundamental objective 
was to attain security and stability in Australia’s immediate region, 
including from communist insurrections: in this way he was 
an exemplar of, not an exception to, the long Australian ‘search 
for security’.1

Brian Toohey, journalist and author, concluded of John that ‘he was 
a significant strategic thinker who opposed communism and supported 
independence for Indonesia and other colonies as being in Australia’s 
long-term interest’.2 Academic and former diplomat Garry Woodard 

1  David Fettling, Encounters with Asian Decolonisation (North Melbourne, Vic.: Australian Scholarly 
Publishing, 2017), 189–90.
2  Brian Toohey, Secret: The Making of Australia’s Security State (Carlton, Vic.: Melbourne University 
Press, 2019), 259.
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concluded that John’s work on Indonesia ‘has received the accolades of 
history’.3 British officials described Burton as ‘the power behind the Evatt 
Throne’ and ‘Evatt’s ideas man’.4

At the time, however, not everyone applauded John’s work in implementing 
the Chifley Government’s foreign policy towards Asia and its approach 
to postwar Australian diplomacy. According to Gregory Pemberton, 
when John left the service, the Dutch foreign minister ‘scrawled joyously 
across the report: “Good news, one lunatic less in politics”’.5 Pemberton’s 
research was thorough. He said:

I have now researched in the archives of twelve countries’ foreign 
ministries and I can say without fear of contradiction that no 
Australian public official and very few ministers have been as much 
talked about internationally as has John Burton. No Australian, 
except Dr Evatt himself, has provoked such controversy or interest 
or made such a widely felt impact, both positive and negative.6

He found some colourful descriptions of John in his archival searches: 
‘A strong man from Moscow’ is how Naval intelligence described John in 
the 1940s; a ‘wild man’, according to New Zealand officials in 1947; and 
‘As usual when Dr Burton enters the scene the skies darken’, came from 
the British in 1949.7

Within months of John heading the department, in late March and early 
April 1947, Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru initiated an Asian 
Relations Conference in New Delhi. John decided to sponsor Australian 
observers at that conference from the Australian Institute of International 
Affairs and the Australian Institute of Political Science. The government’s 
support reflected the hope that Nehru and India would play a vital role 
in ensuring the economic and political security of the region.8 At the 
same time, by having no official government presence, Australia avoided 

3  Garry Woodard, ‘Cold War Downunder: Foreign policy and defence in Australia 1945–50’, 
paper produced for the Australasian Political Studies Association 1997 conference, reproduced in 
Australasian Political Studies 1997: Proceedings of the 1997 Australasian Political Studies Association 
Conference 29 September–1 October 1997, vol. 3, ed. George Crowder (Adelaide: Dept of Politics, 
Flinders University of South Australia, 1997).
4  Pemberton, ‘John Burton: The Heretic’, 93 at 98; Gregory Pemberton, ‘A Matter of Independence’, 
Canberra Times, 17 August 1991, Saturday Magazine C1.
5  Pemberton, ‘John Burton: The Heretic’, 96.
6  Pemberton, ‘John Burton: The Heretic’, 96. 
7  Pemberton, ‘John Burton: The Heretic’, 96.
8  Julie Suares, ‘Engaging with Asia: The Chifley Government and the New Delhi Conferences 
of 1947 and 1949’, Australian Journal of Politics and History 57, no. 4 (2011), 503.
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the risk of its ‘white Australia’ policy being the subject of attack.9 John 
strongly supported Nehru’s view, with which Chifley agreed, that the best 
way to counter the spread of communism in Asia was to allow, not repress, 
independence movements. Political reform and improved living standards 
would provide a better defence to unrest and communist agitation against 
colonial rule than would a military response.10 Moodie, then official 
secretary to Australia’s first high commissioner for Australia in India, 
sent many cables, reports and newspaper articles about the conference 
proceedings back to the Department of External Affairs. The presence of 
Australia, according to scholar Julie Suares, was of historic significance, 
and a ‘manifestation of a growing awareness of appreciation of a distinctive 
Australian geographic identity’.11

In mid-1947, however, the Dutch conflict in Indonesia worsened and, 
on 20 July, the first Dutch police action against the republic began after 
the Dutch terminated their diplomatic agreement with the Indonesian 
Republic.12 There was growing sympathy towards Indonesia’s wish for 
independence, and Chifley and Evatt became concerned about Dutch 
colonialism and its propensity for violence.13 In July 1947, Australia 
joined India to urge that the dispute go to the United Nations, but the 
British and US governments resisted, stating that they could manage the 
conflict themselves. John took issue with this ‘great power management’ 
approach and its traditional imperial implications.14 Pemberton studied 
cables that tell the story:

Over several days cables kept pouring into London from Canberra 
urging the British to act. Finally, they agreed to allow Australia 
to take the dispute to the Security Council. British officials were 
confounded as to who was the author of these cables, as their usual 
irritant, Evatt, was overseas. Then an explanatory message came 
in from the British High Commissioner in New Zealand: Burton 
was responsible, he is regarded as a ‘wild man’ here.15

9  Eric Meadows, ‘“He No Doubt Felt Insulted”: The White Australia Policy and Australia’s 
Relations with India, 1944–1964’, chapter 5 in Australia and the World: A Festschrift for Neville 
Meaney, ed. Joan Beaumont and Matthew Jordan (Sydney: Sydney University Press, 2013), 86.
10  Suares, ‘Engaging with Asia’, 497; L. F. Crisp, Ben Chifley: A Biography (London: Longmans, 
1961), 292.
11  Suares, ‘Engaging with Asia’, 503.
12  See David Lee, ed., Australia & Indonesia’s Independence: The Transfer of Sovereignty: Documents 
1949 (Canberra: Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, 1998), ix, and see xiii.
13  Henry, ‘Reflections on Dr. John Wear Burton’, 73. 
14  Dunn, From Power Politics to Conflict Resolution, 22–23.
15  Pemberton, ‘A Matter of Independence’; and see David Fettling, ‘J. B. Chifley and the Indonesian 
Revolution, 1945–1949’, Australian Journal of Politics and History 59, no. 4 (December 2013): 517–31.
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Ric Throssell, a member of the United Nations Division of John’s 
department, sent a cable to the Australian Mission to the UN and 
instructed them to put a strong resolution to the UN Security Council, of 
which Australia was a non-permanent member. He believed that India’s 
resolution at the UN was inadequate.16 Under UN procedural rules the 
resolution would take precedence over other draft resolutions before the 
council. Australia’s resolution was adopted and, a week later, the UN 
issued a cease-fire order to both parties. It saw the termination of the first 
Dutch attack on the emerging Indonesia Republic. Soon after, Sukarno 
said that Australia’s action had ‘probably saved the Republic’.17 John later 
explained that he had constant communication with Sukarno by late 
evening radio broadcasts, short wave being the only means of messaging. 
He arranged for the Royal Australian Air Force to fly back to Sukarno 
the leading seaman of those who were off-loaded from Dutch ships who 
were in camps in Queensland and who could help Sukarno in forming an 
interim government. John conceded that:

All of this had to be done without publicity. For reasons of race 
we should have been helping the Dutch ship arms to Indonesia 
and to help them to regain control. Furthermore, treating people, 
especially Asians, as humans, was considered ‘communism’ 
(despite reports of the way in which the person was being treated 
in the Soviet Union).18

Fettling noted the British High Commission’s view of John that, 
‘in  [Burton’s] mind the Indonesians loomed large, and the Dutch 
small’.19 Fettling concluded, however, that the Chifley Government’s 
actions were driven by the grievances of the Indonesians and not by a 
prejudicial anti-Dutch stance. John’s concern was that violence might 
result from the grievances that in turn would threaten the stability of the 
region and, hence, Australia’s security. John attributed Dutch economic 
exploitation of Indonesia to causing mass inequality, which led to the 
violent unrest. Profits from what he regarded as exploitation of the rich 
natural resources of the East Indies flowed to Holland with an insufficient 
proportion retained to raise the standards of living of the local population. 
He opposed the Dutch blockade that deprived some 35 million people 

16  Pemberton, ‘A Matter of Independence’, C1.
17  Pemberton, ‘A Matter of Independence’, C1.
18  Letter from John to journalist Peter Freeman, 2 November 2001, Burton family file.
19  Fettling, Encounters with Asian Decolonisation, 189.
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of goods essential to life. John believed in the legitimacy of Indonesia’s 
desire for independence and thought Sukarno’s regime should be given 
the opportunity to create a  more egalitarian society than was possible 
under the Dutch.20

In 1996, John suggested that Australia’s motivation for intervening in 
Dutch–Indonesian affairs by referring the matter to the Security Council 
was not understood. He explained that:

It was primarily to help to promote harmonious relationships in 
the geographical region in which Australia existed. Japan had to 
have its sources of raw materials and markets, indigenous peoples 
in the region had to have the self-government for which they 
had been struggling for years before the war, and which they 
had experienced to a limited degree during Japanese temporary 
military occupation. There could be no going back.21

However, Australia’s work on the issue was not done. Dutch offensives 
continued despite the Security Council ordering another ceasefire in 
December 1948. In early January 1949, Nehru called a conference of 
Afro-Asian nations at ministerial level to be held in New Delhi to consider 
the Indonesian situation.22 Australia was invited. As a consequence, John 
embarked on an adventure that led him to work closely with Nehru to 
discuss the Indonesia problem and end the conflict.

***

The story of John meeting Nehru in India begins in January 1949 
when Evatt, because of his fear of flying, was at sea on his way home 
from London. Prime Minister Chifley was acting minister for External 
Affairs in Evatt’s absence and looked to John for advice on Indonesia 
and its developing conflict. Chifley was on holiday in Tasmania when 
the invitation to the conference in India arrived. Cables went to and fro. 
Chifley was in support of Australia attending the conference, concerned 
about the impact on Australia of instability in the region. At the same 
time, he appreciated the risk of Australia being identified with any extreme 

20  See Fettling’s account in Encounters with Asian Decolonisation.
21  Burton, ‘Indonesia: Unfinished Diplomacy’, a paper presented to the New Directions in Australian 
Foreign Policy: Australia and Indonesia 1945–50 conference, Monash University, Melbourne, 31 May–
1 June 1996, 4. The John W. Burton Papers, George Mason University, accessed 21 August 2021, 
wizwah.gmu.edu/johnwburton/items/show/1048878.
22  See Suares, Engaging with Asia, 503.

http://wizwah.gmu.edu/johnwburton/items/show/1048878
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Asian nationalist sentiments that might emerge from the conference, or 
that Australia might be seen to support any moves made at the conference 
to override the Security Council whose actions had failed to control the 
Dutch. John felt strongly that there should be an Australian presence. 
Chifley resolved the problem with diplomacy. He decided that in order to 
preserve Australia’s relations with colonial powers, Australia should not be 
represented at a ministerial level, but that lower-level representation was 
appropriate.23 John cabled Evatt on 3 January 1949 to get his support for 
Chifley’s thinking:

Prime Minister’s reaction at the moment favourable but awaiting 
your comment. Invitation now received and made public and 
the United Kingdom already suggesting we should not accept 
without consultation with them. This is a regional matter of vital 
importance to us and the United Kingdom has failed to appreciate 
our primary concern and to give support. It seems to me we must 
attend looked at from any point of view.24

Chifley considered John to be senior enough ‘to offset any concern that 
the Minister was not in attendance’ and, on 4 January, announced his 
decision that two senior officers from the Department of External Affairs, 
Burton and Moodie, who had just completed his post in New Delhi, 
would attend as observers.25 Evatt was not happy. He cabled John from 
the SS Dominion Monarch, saying that:

Suggestion you should go to India at present is impracticable: 
clearly you should stick to your post, meeting me Perth as 
arranged. Gollan or Critchley or McIntyre could attend on official 
level if conference met in meantime. Obviously you must be close 
at hand from time of my arrival in Australia. Please inform the 
Prime Minister.26

23  See Lee, Australia & Indonesia’s Independence, xiii. This volume contains cables referred to here 
or they can be found online at DFAT Historical Documents: vol. 15, 1949, Indonesia, www.dfat.gov.
au/about-us/publications/historical-documents/Pages/volume-15/1949-indonesia-volume-15; and see 
Suares, Engaging with Asia, 504, for a perspective.
24  DFAT, vol. 15, Doc. 4, Burton to Evatt, Cablegram E1, 3 January 1949 [AA: A9420, 7].
25  Lee, Australia & Indonesia’s Independence, vol. XV, 16; and DFAT, vol. 15, Doc. 21, Burton to 
Evatt, Cablegram E3, 5 January 1949 [AA: A9420, 7]. 
26  DFAT, vol. 15, Doc. 38, Evatt to Burton, Cablegram unnumbered, 7 January 1949 [AA: A9420, 7].

http://www.dfat.gov.au/about-us/publications/historical-documents/Pages/volume-15/1949-indonesia-volume-15
http://www.dfat.gov.au/about-us/publications/historical-documents/Pages/volume-15/1949-indonesia-volume-15
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John replied:

Have spoken to Prime Minister who sends message he was aware 
of difficulties and inconvenience to you and to me, but considered 
this the only compromise which would overcome the local political 
difficulties of sending a Minister and avoid a rebuff to India and 
other countries.27

And inconvenient to John it was. He had applied for leave in order to 
stand for and campaign for preselection for the federal seat of Canberra 
with  both Chifley’s and Evatt’s support. He was scheduled to give 
a  preselection speech to party members at the time he would be in 
India. Chifley had forgotten this and John did not remind him. His 
public service obligations came first. In addition, John probably judged 
that this was an opportunity for him to exert influence over Australia’s 
foreign  policy  in the Asia-Pacific region – which after all was a prime 
reason for his desire to stand for parliament. With an object of strong 
engagement with Australia’s Asian neighbours, John saw the most 
important issue on the conference agenda for Australia was how to end 
foreign domination of Asia, politically and economically. He wanted to 
be there, to contribute.

Both Moodie and John looked forward to the conference, although 
Moodie was apprehensive about ‘the hard work inevitably arising from any 
association with that human dynamo we have for a Secretary’.28 He also 
thought John was ‘blithely confident’. ‘We’ll run the Conference for 
them,’ John said to Moodie.29 They arrived in New Delhi on 12 January 
and the two were welcomed at an informal meeting at the home of Prime 
Minister Nehru to discuss conference procedures. They were the only 
‘Europeans’ there for the conference, the others being from Asia and the 
Middle East.

Despite the honour, John was disappointed at the lukewarm welcome 
they initially received from Nehru. In a cable to Evatt, John attributed 
this to adverse press comments in Australia about Australia’s presence 

27  Burton argued back. DFAT, vol. 15, Doc. 39, Burton to Evatt, Cablegram E5, 7 January 1949 
[AA: A9420, 7]; and see Lee, Australia & Indonesia’s Independence, 39, Doc. 54, Burton to Evatt, 
9 January 1949.
28  DFAT, vol. 15, Doc. 227, Letter Moodie to McIntyre, 17 February 1949 [AA: A1838,383/1/2/5]. 
29  Memoir of Colin Moodie, NLA, MS Acc13.173, 26.
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at the conference.30 It is more likely that Nehru was put out by John’s 
paternalistic attitude. Before he arrived in Delhi, John had sent through 
detailed suggested programs for the conference, and at Nehru’s home 
John repeated his proposals. According to Moodie, he and Burton had 
‘anticipated arriving in Delhi well equipped with … ideas and finding all 
sorts of gaps in Indian information and not a very clear idea in [Indian] 
minds on what the Conference should do’. The Indians had ‘politely 
but firmly made clear to us that [they] were well able to run their own 
Conference without [our] help …’.31

Fettling suggests that Nehru’s commanding presence on the opening 
day of the conference on 20 January had momentarily shaken John’s 
confidence. Nehru stood in traditional dress in front of Hyderabad 
House, New Delhi, to greet the delegates and as John reached Nehru:

a spectacular moment of awkwardness ensured. As Burton 
remembered it: ‘I walked right past without shaking hands. 
He didn’t put out his hand to me at all.’32

Realising that Nehru and the Indian officials needed no help from him, 
John remained silent at the opening session of the conference. Nehru 
unexpectedly asked each delegation to make opening remarks and John 
declined, which did not endear him to Nehru. ‘I didn’t quite know how to 
handle it,’ John admitted in hindsight to Fettling.33 Fettling thought that 
John had been anxious that the Asian delegates would make statements 
condemning the white powers.

Once John was reassured by the positive tone of other speakers, he decided 
to address the conference after all. He said that Nehru’s comments ‘were 
so much in accord with those of Australia that … there was little he need 
say in addition’.34 But he did say more. He called for the conference to 
resist reprisals against the Netherlands and to assist the UN to remedy 

30  DFAT, vol. 15, Doc. 111, Burton to Evatt, cablegram 50, New Delhi, 19 January 1949 [AA: 
A1838, 854/10/4/5].
31  Memoir of Colin Moodie, NLA, MS Acc13.173, 26.
32  Fettling, Encounters with Asian Decolonisation, ch. 6, ‘John Burton and the Rise of Asia, 1945–
1950’, 188.
33  John Burton, interview by David Fettling, Canberra, 2010.
34  NAA: A1838, Doc. 383, ‘“Grave Mistakes” in Indonesia’, 20 January 1949; and see DFAT, Doc. 
117, ‘Speech by Burton at New Delhi Conference’, 20 January 1949 in Lee, Australia & Indonesia’s 
Independence, 112.
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the ‘grave mistakes’ caused by the second Dutch police action. ‘Wisdom 
does not rest only in countries having great economic and military power,’ 
he said.35

John’s speech was warmly received by the conference. John then reported 
to Evatt on how amazing he was finding the conference and that Nehru 
was coming to accept them.36 Moodie’s reaction was that he had never 
worked with ‘anyone like Burton before or since’. He understood that 
Nehru, thereafter, always spoke of Burton with ‘warm approval’.37 In turn, 
John was impressed with Nehru and the other Asian attendees. He said in 
a dispatch to Evatt: 

This conference is so far most amazing for good common sense 
and honest purpose amongst the middle and small powers. 
I have never known an international committee to be so subject 
to reasoned argument and so little influenced by political or 
emotional irrelevancies.38

Nehru was talked about as a hero in our household as we children grew 
up. It is clear that John’s experience in India helped inform his advocacy 
of non-alignment in Australia’s foreign policy.

On the strength of his speech and John’s detailed knowledge of the 
Indonesian dispute, and notwithstanding his observer status, he was 
appointed to the drafting committee of four tasked to draft the resolutions 
of the conference to be put forward as recommendations to the UN 
Security Council for the early settlement of the Indonesian dispute.39 
After this, Nehru chaired a series of sessions in which three resolutions 
were drafted to be sent to the Security Council relating to and including 
timelines for the withdrawal of Dutch troops and Indonesia’s transition 
to a sovereign state.

35  ‘Plenary Session of Indonesia Conference’ under subheading ‘Mistake Affecting World Peace’, 
Statesman (New Delhi), 21 January 1949, 7.
36  DFAT, vol. 15, Doc. 136, Burton to Evatt, Cablegram 68, New Delhi, 21 January 1949 [AA: 
A1838, 854/10/4/5]; Lee, Australia & Indonesia’s Independence, Doc. 136, 131–32.
37  Memoir of Colin Moodie, NLA, MS Acc13.173, 26.
38  DFAT, Doc. 136, Burton to Evatt, 21 January 1949; and Lee, Australia & Indonesia’s Independence, 
Doc. 136, 131–32.
39  Along with India, Pakistan and Ceylon; and see Sydney Morning Herald, 22 January 1949; and 
Lee, Australia & Indonesia’s Independence, xiv.
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John’s work and influence at the conference are well documented.40 
On the one hand, Australia’s participation at the conference when the 
delegation of two were supposed to be observers gave rise to hostile 
opposition by non-Labor critics. Robert Menzies, as leader of the Liberal 
Party Opposition in 1949, argued that it was a great blunder for Australia 
to be seen taking sides against the European colonial powers. John was 
particularly unpopular with the Dutch Government for his active role 
in supporting Indonesian independence at the conference. On the other 
hand, Pemberton’s reading of the records suggests that, ‘after Nehru, the 
33-year-old Burton was the dominating figure’ at the conference. ‘Many 
of the key speeches made, and resolutions initiated, were Burton’s ... 
the New Delhi Conference was a triumph for Burton’s foreign policy.’41 
Woodard observed, ‘The success of Australia’s Indonesia policy provides 
its own justification and it is doubtful that it could have been carried 
through had it been handled in any less personalised way than by Burton 
working directly and informally to Evatt and, increasingly, Chifley.’42 
Commentator Norman Abjorensen saw Chifley’s Labor Government 
playing a critical, but never fully appreciated, role in Indonesia’s break 
from Dutch rule. He went further:

Indeed, without Australia’s championing of the nationalist cause 
in the struggle against the Dutch attempt to restore their pre-war 
overseas empire, it is doubtful whether the Indonesian nation 
would have been born. Australia was the midwife.43

40  DFAT, vol. 15, Doc. 116, Notes by Burton, ‘Australia an Asian Country?’ New Delhi, 20 January 
1949; NAA: A1838, Doc. 278, 401/3/1/1 Pt. 6; DFAT, vol. 15, Doc. 117, Speech by Burton at 
New Delhi Conference, ‘“Grave Mistakes” in Indonesia’, New Delhi, 20 January 1949, a summary 
of Burton’s speech by the office of the Australian High Commission in India, [NAA: A1838, 
383/1/25]. See also Suares, Engaging with Asia, 507; Christine Weir, ‘An Accidental Biographer? 
On Encountering, Yet Again, the Ideas and Actions of J. W. Burton’, chapter 16 in Telling Pacific 
Lives: Prisms of Process, ed. Brij V. Lal and Vicki Luker (Canberra: ANU E Press, 2008), 215–25, doi.
org/10.22459/TPL.06.2008.16. In a personal communication, 15 January 2016, Weir suggested that 
the respect John was given by Nehru and Indian officials was due more to him being ‘The Reverend 
Dr John Burton’s son’ than being an Australian public servant, in that Jack Burton was held in very 
high regard as a result of his work for Indian plantation labourers in Fiji.
41  Pemberton, ‘A Matter of Independence’, C1.
42  Woodard, ‘Cold War Downunder’, 15.
43  Norman Abjorensen, ‘Australia’s Finest Diplomatic Hour’, Canberra Times, 12 September 1998, 
Panorama 5.
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